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Category Catégorie : Big ideas for engaging local governments and ensuring release of commitments

Title of Entry Titre de la candidature : Score card on local leadership perfomance on Family planning and release of commitments

Hub : East Africa

Endorsement email : 

Background Key Challenge Statement Why
Énoncé du défi clé

Read more

: Since the start of TCI, we are having a number of geographies committing resources but very few
living up to the fulfillment of their commitments. This is negatively impacting on the TCI model.
We need to ensure that these commitments are realized if we are to celebrate all the program
outputs of TCI.

Your Powerful Idea What Votre Idée
retentissante

Read more

: The Local leadership needs to be scored on their performance in view of their commitments.
These scores need to be shared with the national grading system especially the Population planning
bodies so as to incorporate them in Annual Local government performances. Rewards to top
performers ( Mayors, Governors, District Chairpersons etc) should be organized and given at
national level by top national leadership on behalf of TCI. This naming and recognition ceremony
should be tagged on big national events and should not necessarily stand alone as a TCI funded
activity. This will ensure that all leaders task their technical teams to be able to spend money as per
their commitments. This idea comes from the fact that Top Political leaderships enjoy Clout
especially if accorded at national level and competition with other Local leaders pushes them to
work harder.

Timeline When Chronogramme

Read more

: 2019/2020 financial year. If my idea is feasible, my next step is to work closely with National
planning Authority, National Planning Council , Ministry of Local government, Ministry of Health,
Ministry of Finance and Prime-ministers' office to make it a reality.

Measuring Impact and Success How Mesurer l
impact et le succès

Read more

: The success will be measured through tracking release of Geography commitments. This should
be seen to increase drastically as compared to the other years since the top decision makers will be
in the driving sit of following up on their own commitments. Financial documents from the
geographies should show that these commitments are actually being spent on family planning

Team or Individual Names Noms de l équipe ou
de la des personne s

: Katamba Allan Semakula
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